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Abstract
This study aims to analyze quantitatively and quantitatively Arabic journal articles‟ abstracts
written within the field of social sciences. It mainly aims to analyze the lexical and
grammatical qualities of the abstracts in the five academic disciplines; Economy, Geography,
Psychology, Sociology, and Law,. To achieve the goal of the study, a corpus consisting of
500,000 words was collected from various well-known Arabic journals, and then it was
divided into five sub-corpora each of which represented one academic discipline. The Corpus
Linguistics approach was applied to this study and the data were analyzed through using
WordSmith tools (version 0.7). The quantitative results show that the abstracts in all
disciplines show a similar word mean length, i.e. all of them is around (5). Qualitatively
speaking, the results show that each discipline has its list of lexical words that are suitable for
each discipline's genre. The results also reveal a small amount of variation in terms of the
tense of the reporting verbs specifically those which are used in the introductory part of the
abstracts. However, the reporting verbs used in the body and the concluding parts of all
abstracts are characterized by the past tense, third person, and active voice.
Keywords: Abstracts, Arabic, Corpus, Social sciences, Wordsmith
1. Introduction
Research articles have been recognized to be the most important constituent of scientific
discourse where abstracts are acknowledged to be the important parts of research articles, and
they are the focus of the author‟s ideas (Yang and Tian, 2015). Besides the title, the abstract
is the first thing readers look for in research articles. Graetz (1982:p. 23) suggests that the
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purpose of an abstract is to "give the reader an exact and concise knowledge of the total
content of the very much more lengthy original, a factual summary which is both an
elaboration of the title and a condensation of the report". Meanwhile, Swales (1990) indicates
that the abstract is considered both a summary and a „purified‟ reflection of the whole article.
Bhatia (1993), on the other hand, points out that the informative function of abstracts is to
present “a faithful and accurate summary, which is representative of the whole article” (p.82).
In addition to being informative, abstracts have a significant role in encouraging research
reports. For instance, Holtz (2011) states that despite the typical aim for abstracts to
summarize an article, they have become essential for readers in their decision process to read
the text further, especially the case nowadays due to the vast amount of scientific publications.
Furthermore, Hyland (2008) maintains that the abstract presents a decision-making stage for
readers to determine whether the whole article deserves further attention or not. Therefore,
Ren and Li (2011:p.163) demonstrates that many academics attempt to “persuade their
readers to read the whole article by their effective selection of rhetorical features”.
Martí
n-Martín (2005:5) also notes that “abstracts constitute, after the paper‟s title, the
reader‟s first encounter with the text”.
On the other hand, some scholars have considered abstracts as having generic purposes in the
research articles. For instance, Jordan (1991:p.508) views abstracts as “special narrow genre
within the wider genre of description". However, Lorés (2004: p.281) describes abstracts as
"a genre in its own right which, while sharing many features of the research articles, also
differs in several important aspects, one of which is its rhetorical structure".
1.1 Aims of the Study
The current study aims to analyze quantitatively and quantitatively the Arabic journal articles‟
abstracts written within the field of social sciences. It mainly intends to analyze the
lexico-grammatical features of the examined abstracts in five academic disciplines; Economy,
Geography, Psychology, Sociology, and Law. The features examined were; shallow features
which reflect general characteristics of the corpus such as the word mean length; lexical
features including the most frequent lexical items in each discipline; and grammatical
features such as verb‟s tense, voice, and person.
1.2 Questions of the Study
The increasing importance of abstracts in the academic field has motivated the researcher to
do the current study which aims to do both qualitative and quantitative analyses of the
abstracts found in social sciences articles. Particularly speaking, those abstracts accompanied
the research articles in the following five disciplines; Psychology, Sociology, Geography,
Economy, and Law. The abstracts were analyzed utilizing the methods of corpus linguistics
and the use of WordSmith software. Therefore, the study aimed mainly to answer the
following research questions:
1.

What are the most frequent words in each discipline‟s abstracts?

2.

What are the upmost frequent reporting verbs used in each discipline‟s abstract?
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3.

What are the frequent grammatical properties (tense and voice) of the reporting verbs in
each discipline?

4.

What is the most frequent concordance list in each discipline?

5.

Do abstracts show differences in terms of the sentence and word length across
disciplines?

1.3 Corpus Linguistics
Computers permit linguists to compile and quantitatively analyze large amounts of real texts.
Such a collection of texts is known as a corpus, which is defined by Sinclair (1991) as "a
collection of naturally-occurring language texts, chosen to characterize a state or variety of a
language" (p.171).
Corpus linguistics gives a quantitative method to investigate human language employing
naturally occurring language data. It performs several linguistic analyses by collecting a
corpus consisting of a large number of machine-readable texts as well as utilizing specialized
software programs that investigate frequencies, clusters, collocates, and concordances
(Hunston, 2002). Theoretically speaking, corpus linguistics is concerned with developing
corpora that are balanced, representative, and systematic (Hall et al., 2011). This implies that
linguistic data are compiled and organized according to specific criteria related to the
observed language and its speakers. As for the advantages of corpus linguistics, corpora
allow us too rapidly and reliably search for linguistic data that are very difficult to obtain
manually. Leech (1992, p. 107) and Biber et al. (1998, p.4) postulate that the core
characteristics of corpus-based linguistic analysis are:
• It is empirical, analyzing the actual patterns of use in natural texts;
• It utilizes a large and principled collection of natural texts, known as a “corpus”, as the
basis for analysis;
• It makes extensive use of computers for analysis, using both automatic and interactive
techniques;
• It depends on both quantitative and qualitative analytical techniques;
• It focuses on linguistic performance and not on linguistic competence;
• It concentrates on describing language instead of prescribing it.
Furthermore, corpus linguistics has been closely correlated with other linguistic fields such as
semantics, syntax, and discourse analysis to approach the different aspects of human
languages. It has also been involved in the development of language engineering, language
teaching, machine translation, and applied linguistics (Hunston, 2002).
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1.4 WordSmith Tool
WordSmith Tool is a software package primarily designed for linguists and especially the
case, for work in the field of corpus linguistics. It consists of a collection of modules for
searching patterns in a language to see how words behave in particular texts. One of its main
characteristics is that it can handle 80 languages such as Arabic, English, Chinese, etc and it
runs under Windows.
The tools have been used by Oxford University Press for their lexicographic work in
preparing dictionaries, by language teachers and students, and by researchers investigating
language patterns in different languages in many countries around the world.
(www.lexically.net/wordsmith)..
The core areas of the software package include three modules:
Concord which is used to create concordances, so all the hits from a search within a
previously defined body text.
WordList which lists all the words or word forms that are included in the selected corpus and
statistical data is different from the text corpus.
KeyWord which creates a list of all those words and word forms according to certain
statistical criteria in the text corpus significantly occurs rarely or frequently.
Each of the modules offers a number of other features concerning the text corpus or text
being analyzed. Thus, for example, collocation and dispersion plots are computed with a
concordance search. Besides, there are some additional modules that are useful for the
preparation, cleaning-up, and formatting of the text corpus. WordSmith Tools is - along with
several other software products similar in nature - an internationally popular program for the
work based on corpus-linguistic methodology (www.wikipedia.com).
2. Review of Related Work
The journal articles‟ abstracts have been attracted to the interest of those who are specialists
in academic writing. Their interest has been reflected in their attempts to do descriptive
linguistic analyses. One of the pioneer linguistic analysis abstracts was performed by Graetz
(1982), who conducted a study aiming at analyzing the linguistic prosperities of 87 abstracts
from the disciplines of health sciences, social sciences, education, and humanities. Graetz
aimed to improve teaching practices for students of English as a foreign language, so they can
successfully extract structural information from abstracts. Graetz‟ findings demonstrated that
the language of abstracts is characterized as follows:
The abstract is characterized by the use of past tense, third person, passive, and non-use of
negatives. It avoids subordinate clauses, uses phrases instead of clauses, words instead of
phrases. It avoids abbreviation, jargon, symbols, and other language shortcuts which might
lead to confusion. It is written in tightly worded sentences, which avoid repetition,
meaningless expressions, superlatives, adjectives, illustrations, preliminaries, descriptive
details, examples, footnotes. In short, it eliminates the redundancy which the skilled reader
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counts on finding in written language and which usually facilitates comprehension. (1982, p.
23).
On the other hand, Fluck (1988), analyzed qualitatively the linguistic features of abstracts of
Economics, Linguistics, and Metal industry in German. The results showed that those
abstracts were characterized by complex nominalizations, extensive noun compounding, and
impersonality, use of the third person, passive voice, and present tense. Moreover, Jordan
(1991) defined two types of abstracts; the descriptive and the informative ones. He aimed to
provide linguistic criteria for the distinction between these two types. Nevertheless, this
analysis was performed over a very small number of abstracts, and the criteria which were
adapted for classifying the abstracts concentrated only on the use of passive voice and verb
tenses.
Concerning the reporting verbs used in abstracts, Bloch (2010) examined the use of
concordance to create material for teaching the role of reporting verbs in academic papers. He
compiled two small corpora; one from the articles published in Science Journal and the other
was from students in order to compare the performance of the students on the use of the
reporting verbs with that of professional writers. The results of this study were then used as
raw materials to design a database of sentences that could be used to create teaching materials
for academic writing courses and to be available on the internet.
Furthermore, Wang and Tu (2014) investigated quantitatively and qualitatively the Journal
Article abstracts in terms of tense use (i.e. verb variation) and rhetorical structure (i.e. move
analysis). The sample of the study consisted of a corpus including 1,000 journal articles
collected from four well-known journals in the field of applied linguistics; 250 abstracts from
each journal. As for the verb use since it is the concern of the current study, the implemented
data analysis showed that the most frequent type of verbs used in the abstracts was a verb (to
be) followed by the reporting verbs; suggest, then show, examine, investigate, and finally
find/found, respectively. Furthermore, the results revealed a variant but the consistent
tendency of verb tense in each discipline. Verb‟s tense varied from present, past, or passive
voice.
Moving to Yang and Tian (2015) who examined evidentiality in 200 abstracts of English
Research articles of four academic disciplines which are Philosophy, Computer, Linguistics,
and Electronics. The study aimed to examine the lexico-grammatical properties of
evidentiality in English abstracts to see whether there was an influential role of the academic
discipline in the choice of evidentiality.
The results revealed that evidential was frequently common in English abstracts whereby
writers use consciously various types to present their information and arguments. A
comparison which was drawn among the four disciplines showed that the frequency of the
use of evidentiality in abstracts of linguistics and philosophy was much higher than that in
computers and electronics. Further, the analysis of reporting evidential and modal verbs in
inferring evidential revealed that different disciplinary backgrounds of the writers have
significant influences on their choice of evidentiality in their abstracts writing.
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With reference to Portuguese Abstracts, the reporting verbs were examined by Feritas and
Costa (2017). Their work was based on large Portuguese corpora which indirectly involved
Computational Linguistics, as it was motivated by the quotation extraction task. In that, the
verbs and patterns that were described in Feritas‟and Costa‟s study have already been
integrated later in the development of an automatic quotation detection system for Portuguese.
All the materials are public and are available for online consultations.
Based on corpora, the researchers established eight general patterns related to reporting verbs,
from which it was possible to gather these verbs and then build a large lexicon of reporting
verbs in Portuguese. This lexicon is composed of 308 verbs (the 293 verbs that were found in
their research as well as the 15 verbs that were listed by Moura Neves but were confirmed by
their study), and all verbs were manually validated through occurrences. According to the
researchers‟ points of view, their corpora provide a valuable contribution, which brings to
light the potential of corpus-based descriptive studies on the Portuguese language.
As far as the researcher is aware, the brief review mentioned above showed an apparent
absence of the Arabic studies regarding the linguistic analyses of Arabic abstracts in literature.
Therefore, the current study may consider a valuable contribution to fill the gap in the
literature on such topics and therefore may furnish grounds for further studies to analyze
Arabic articles based on corpus linguistics. Further, the present study aimed to investigate
five academic disciplines in the field of social sciences, unlike the previous studies which
tackled a lesser number of disciplines.
3. Method
The study aims to characterize abstracts of social sciences‟ articles through quantitative and
qualitative analyses in terms of the lexical and grammatical features, using WordSmith
(version 0.7) tools. The selected examined features were grouped into three categories; (1)
shallow features which reflect general characteristics of the corpus such as the sentence
length; (2) lexical features including the most frequent lexical items in each discipline; and (3)
grammatical features such as verb‟s tense voice and person.
The study built five sub-corpora where each of which represented one academic discipline.
The five disciplines are; Economy, Geography, Psychology, Sociology, and Law. The corpus
compromised of 500,000 words divided among the examined disciplines. The abstracts were
collected from the following eight well-known academic journals: (1) Al-Ɂafaq Liddiraasat
Al-Ɂiqtisadijja, (2) Al-Ɂbaҁaad Al-Ɂiqtisadija, (3) Ɂattakamul Al-Ɂiqstisadi, (4) Maʤalat
Al-ҁuluum Al-Ɂiʤtimaaҁijjia, (5)Maʤalat Abhaθ Al-Yarmouk, (6)Maʤalat Al-Buhuθ
Al-Juɣrafijja, (7) Maʤalat ҁilim Ɂannafs/Masir, (8) Maʤalat Al-ҁuluum Al-Tarbawijja, and
(8) Manasat Al-Maʤallat Al-ҁilmijja.
The corpora examined in the study were analyzed through using WordSmith tools (version
0.7) to find out the most frequent words appearing in each discipline, the statistical
information e.g., the mean word length of each discipline, and the concordance list of the
most frequent words especially those for the reporting verbs. Further, through using the
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concordance lists, the tense and voice of the reporting verbs were easily analyzed and
examined.
4. Results and Discussion
This section is designed to present and discuss the results revealed for each academic
discipline in separate sub-sections. In each sub-section, the two WordSmith functions (Word
List and Concord) were employed to the data provided for each discipline. The results are
presented in the following sequence of disciplines; Economy, Geography, Psychology,
Sociology, and finally Law. To illustrate, under each sub-corpora, the statistics list, the most
frequent Wordlist, and the concordance list are presented through tables and figures.
Furthermore, the list of the most frequent reporting verbs that appeared in each sub-corpora
along with their concordance list are presented using figures.
4.1 Economy
4.1.1 Statistics List
Figure 1 shows the statistics list of the sub-corpora of the academic discipline Economy. It is
noticed that the mean word length of the present corpora is „5,42‟ and the word length std.
dev is „‟2.30‟‟.

Figure 1. Statics list of economy sub-corpora
4.1.2 Word List
The most frequent words found in the Economy sub-corpora are shown in figures 2 and 3. It
is worth noting that having two figures of the frequency word list is due to the appearance of
English words in which they were excluded.
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Figure 2. Frequency word list in Economy sub-corpora

Figure 3. Frequency word list in economy sub-corpora
Table 1 presents the most frequent words that appeared in the Arabic Abstracts within the
discipline of the Economy along with their English translations, number, and frequencies. It
is worth noting that the function words and the words which are appeared in the meta-tags
were excluded.
Table 1. Frequency word list in Economy sub-corpora
Word
ɁalɁiqtisaadijja
Ɂalmaalijja
Ɂiqtisaadii
Ɂadduwal
Ɂattanmijja
ɁalmuɁassaat
Diraasah

English Translation
Economical
Financial
Economic
Countries
development
Institutions
a study
57

Frequency
N
916
451
414
354
294
239
286

%
0.53
0339
0339
0331
0325
0325
0325
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Ɂiqtisaad
ɁalɁiʤtimaaҁijja
ɁalɁistiθmaar
Ɂalqitaaҁ

247
239
234
188

Economy
Social
Investment
Sector

0321
0321
0320
0316

Table 1 reveals obviously that previously mentioned frequent words are closely related to the
Economy discipline itself. Especially those of ɁalɁistiθmaar (investment), Ɂattanmijja
(development), and Ɂalmaalijja (financial). These words are also shown in the most frequent
concordance lists with the word ɁalɁiqtisaadijja (economical). See the figures in the
concordance section.
4.1.3 Concordance List
This section shows the concordance lists for the most frequent word appeared in the
Economy discipline which is ɁalɁiqtisaadijja. See figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4. Concordance list of ɁalɁiqtisaadijja (economical)

Figure 5. Concordance list of ɁalɁiqtisaadijja (economical)
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Figure 4 shows the appearance of the words: ɁalɁazmah/ɁalɁazamaat (crisis/crises) with the
word ɁalɁiqtisaadijja (economical). It is worth mentioning that this word usually collocates
with the word economical in the Arab world because it is known that Arab countries suffer
from certain financial difficulties and economic crises. Therefore, many conferences are
annually held in Arab countries trying to provide solutions for these crises. One of the
well-known conferences in the Arab World is „Davos‟ which is held annually in Jordan.
4.1.4 Reporting Verbs
The most frequent reporting verb used in the introductory sentence of the abstract in this
academic discipline is tahdif (aims) which has the frequency of (121) and it collocates with
the word Ɂaddiraasah (the study). See figure 6.

Figure 6. Concordance list of tahdif (aims):
On the other hand, regarding the reporting verbs used for presenting the results of the study,
the results show that the most frequent verb is tawassalt (came up with) and it collocates with
the word Ɂaddiraasah (the study). See figure 7.

Figure 7. Concordance list of tawassalat (came up with)
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Further, the most frequent reporting verb used in the recommendation part of the abstract is
Ɂawsat (recommended). Likewise tawasalat, the verb Ɂawsat collocates with the word
Ɂadiraassah (the study). See figure8.

Figure 8. Concordance list of Ɂawsat (recommended)
To sum up, the results at hand reveal that in the field of Economy, the main linguistic features
which characterize the reporting verbs used in the abstracts are as follows; the most frequent
reporting verb appeared in the introduction part of the abstract is tahdif and it is usually in
the present tense, active voice and third person. On the contrary, the verbs which are used in
both the results and recommendation parts are in the past tense, active voice, and third
person.
4.2 Geography
4.2.1 Statics List
Figure 9 shows the statistics list of the sub-corpora of the academic discipline „Geography‟. It
shows that the mean word length is „‟5.33‟‟ while the word std.dev. is „2.50‟.

Figure 9. Statics list of Geography sub-corpora
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4.2.2 Word List
Figures 10 and 11 show the lists of the most frequent words that appeared in the Geography
sub-corpora.

Figure 10. Frequency word list in Geography sub-corpora

Figure 11. Frequency word list in Geography sub-corpora
Table 2 shows the list of the most frequent words in terms of number and percentages
appeared in the Geography discipline along with their English translations. Both the function
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words and the words that are related to a particular area such as (Al-Najaf City) were
excluded.
Table 2. Frequency word list in geography sub-corpora
Word

English translations

Frequency
N

%

Madiina

City

117

0.27

Diraasah

a study

107

0324

Ɂalmadiina

City

98

0322

Mantiqah

Area

97

0322

Ɂalmuħaafathah

Governorate

94

0321

Ɂalmijjah

Water

88

0320

Ɂassukkan

Population

79

0318

Ɂattabiiҁah

Natural

70

0316

Ɂalmunaaxijjah

Climatic conditions

69

0316

Ɂadduwal
ɁalxassaɁis
daraʤah
Ɂʤuɣraafii

Countries
Characteristics
temperature
geographic

64
60
59
58

0315
0314
0.13
0.13

According to the definition of Geography, which is provided by the Wikipedia website, „‟is a
field of science devoted to the study of the lands, the features, the inhabitants, and the
phenomena of Earth‟‟, the frequency of these words in this field is expected and clearly
understood. It is worth mentioning that the word mantiqah (area) refers to the area which was
examined in the research articles. Thus, mantiqah (area) frequently collocated with
Ɂaddiraasah. See the concordance section below.
4.2.3 Concordance
Figures 12 and 13 present the most frequent concordance lists for the most frequent words
that appeared in this field which are; mantiqah (area) and Ɂaʤuɣraafijjah (geographic).
These words collocate with the words Ɂaddiraasah (the study), and maҁluumaat
(information), respectively.
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Figure 12. Concordance list of mantiqah (area)

Figure 13. Concordance list of Ɂaʤuɣraafijjah (geographic)
4.2.4 Reporting Verbs
The results revealed that the most frequent reporting verb used in the introductory sentence of
the abstracts in this academic discipline is tanawala (tackled) and it collocates with the words
Ɂalbaħθ (the research) and Ɂalbaaħiθ (the researcher). See figure 14.
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Figure 14. Concordance list of tanawala (tackled)
On the other hand, in the concluding part of the abstracts, the most frequent reporting verb
used is tawassalat (feminine) or tawassala (masculine) which means (came up with) which
collocates with Ɂaddiraasah (the study). See figures 15 and 16.

Figure 15. Concordance list of tawassalat (came up with)

Figure 16. Concordance list of tawassalat (came up with)
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As it is noted above, figures 14, 15, and 16 show that the reporting verbs which are appeared
frequently in Geography abstracts are characterized by the past tense, active voice, and third
person.
4.3 Psychology
4.3.1 Statics List
Figure 17 reveals the statistics list of the sub-corpora of the academic discipline Psychology.
It shows that the mean word length is „‟5.14‟‟ while the word std.dev. is „‟2.24‟‟.

Figure 17. Statics list of psychology sub-corpora
4.3.2 Word List
Figures 18 and 19 present the most frequent words which are appeared in the Psychology
sub-corpora. The use of two figures to present the frequency word list is due to the
appearance of English words that should be excluded from this study.

Figure 18. Frequent word list in psychology sub-corpora
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Figure 19. Frequent word list in psychology sub-corpora
Table 3 shows the list of the most frequent words along with their number and percentages
which are appeared in the Psychology abstracts excluding the function words. Furthermore,
the words Ɂannafs (psychology( and Ɂannafsii (psychological) are excluded because these
words are the most frequent words that are something taken for granted.
Table 3. Frequent word list in Psychology sub-corpora
Word

English translation

Mistawa

Level

Frequency
N
%
166
0.21

Furuuq
Wujuud
Ɂalfard
Ɂalmuʤtamaҁ
Ɂattifl
ʤamiҁah
Dalaalah
Ɂaddirassat
Miqyyas
Ɂattarbijjah
ɁiħsaaɁijjah
Ɂalqalaq
Ɂattafkiir, ɁaððakaaɁ, Ɂasuluuk

Differences
Existence
The individual
the society
Child
University
Indication
Studies
Measure
Education
Statistic
Anxiety
Thinking. Intelligence. Behavior

150
119
114
112
106
104
102
100
100
98
93
92
80

66

0319
0315
0314
0314
0313
0313
0313
0312
0312
0312
0.12
0.11
0310
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The aforementioned list appeared in table (3) can be explained with respect to the fact that
most of the research articles conducted in the field of psychology require the use of different
types of measures to evaluate and assess cognitive concepts such as anxiety, thinking,
intelligence, and behavior, etc. Therefore, the appearance of the words miqyyas, Ɂalqalaq,
Ɂattafkiir, ɁaððakaaɁ, and Ɂassuluuk are expected. Further, for the study to be with a good
value (i.e. significant), the results of psychological studies should show statistical differences,
thus, words such as mistawa, furuuq, wujuud are a must. The concordance lists mentioned in
section 4.3.3 show further examples. The appearance of the words Ɂattifl (the child), fard
(individual), and muʤtamaҁ (society) are also expected because most of the studies in
Psychology aim to investigate the children‟s and societies‟ behaviors. This is clearly shown
in the definition of ''Psychology'' as:
the science of behavior and mind, including conscious and unconscious phenomena, as well
as feeling and thought. It is an academic discipline of immense scope and diverse interests
that, when taken together, seek an understanding of the emergent properties of brains, and all
the variety of epiphenomena they manifest. As a social science, it aims to understand
individuals and groups by establishing general principles and researching specific cases.
(www.wikipedia.com).
4.3.3 Concordance
The following lists show the most frequent concordance lists for the most frequent words that
appeared in the sub-corpora in the field of psychology. For example, Ɂannafsii (psychological)
ҁayyinah (a sample) and miqyyas (measure). The frequency of ҁayyinah (a sample) in the
research articles of psychology is of great importance since as it is mentioned earlier most of
the psychological studies aim to measure the cognitive behaviors of individuals and children
and thus this cannot be done without a sample and a measure.

Figure 20. Concordance list of Ɂannafsii (psychological)
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Figure 21. Concordance list of ҁayyinah (a sample)

Figure 22. Concordance list of miqyyas (a measure)
4.3.4 Reporting Verbs
The most frequent reporting verb used in the introductory sentence of the abstracts in the
psychology academic discipline is hadafat (aimed) which has the frequency of (84) and it
collocates with the word Ɂaddiraasah (a study). See the figures below.
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Figure 23. Concordance list of hadafat (aimed)
On the contrary, the most frequent reporting verbs used in the body, method, and the
conclusion parts of the abstracts are Ɂasfarat (revealed), ɁðɁharat (showed), Ɂistaxdamat
(used), Ɂuʤriyyat (was conducted) and Ɂistantaʤat (concluded) respectively. It is worth
noting that all of the former verbs are found to collocate with the word Ɂaddiraasah (a study).
See the figures below.

Figure 24. Reporting verbs in the body and conclusion parts of the abstracts
Figure 24 shows that all the verbs used in the introduction, methodology, and conclusion
parts of the abstracts are in the past tense, third person, and active voice except for one of the
reporting verbs that is used to describe the methodological part of the abstract, i.e. the part
describing the way a study is conducted is in the passive voice, e.g. Ɂuʤriyyat (was
conducted).
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4.4 Sociology
4.4.1 Statistics List
The following statistics list for the abstracts in the field of Sociology shows that the word
mean length is ''5.27'' and the word st. dev. is „‟2.28‟‟.

Figure 25. Statistics list of sociology sub-corpora
4.4.2 Word List
Figure 26 presents the most frequent words that appeared in the examined sub-corpora of
Sociology. Further, table 4 reveals the list of the most frequent words appeared in this
sub-corpora, excluding the function words and the expected words in this field such as
Ɂalʤtimaaҁiyyah / Ɂalʤtimaaҁi (social) or maʤalah (a journal) along with their number and
percentages.

Figure 26. Frequency word list of sociology sub-corpora
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Table 4. Frequency word list of sociology sub-corpora
Word

English translation

Ɂalmuʤtamaҁ
Ɂalħajjah
ɁalɁinsaan
Ɂalҁamal
Ɂalҁunf
Ɂalҁarabii
Ɂalҁaalam
Ɂalʤtimaaҁi
ɁalɁusraa
Ɂadduwal
Ɂalbaʃarijjah
ɁalmarɁah

A society
life
human
work
violence
Arabian
The World
Sociology
Family
countries
Human beings
woman

Frequency
N
231
128
117
113
113
110
106
99
97
97
94
85

%
0322
0312
0.11
0311
0311
0310
0310
0309
0309
0309
0309
0.08

The most frequently used words shown in table 4 are highly recommended in the academic
discipline of Sociology. As it is well-known that sociology is concerned with issues related to
society including patterns of social relationships, social interaction, and culture
(www.Wikipedia.com). Thus, these words are considered the heart of sociological research.
For instance, Ɂalҁunf (violence) and ɁalɁusrah(family) are considered the essential concepts
of social interactions.
4.4.3 Concordance
Figures 27 and 28 present the concordance lists for two of the most frequent words that
appeared in the examined sub-corpora which are Ɂalmuʤtamaҁ (society) and Ɂalҁunf
(violence).

Figure 27. Concordance list of Ɂalmuʤtamaҁ (society)
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Figure 28. Concordance list of Ɂalҁunf (violence)
According to what is appeared in figures 27 and 28, it can be noticed that the word
Ɂalmuʤtamaҁ (society) is frequently collocated with words such as Ɂamn (security), binaaɁ
(building), or qijjam (values). Whereas, Ɂalҁunf (violence) is frequently collocated with its
various forms such as Ɂalҁunf did ɁalmarɁa (violence against women), Ɂalҁunf Ɂazzawaaʤii
(Marital violence), and Ɂalҁunf ɁalɁusarii (domestic violence).
4.4.4 Reporting Verbs
The most frequent reporting verbs used in the introductory sentence in the examined abstracts
in the field of sociology is hadafat (aimed) which is repeated (50) times in the sub-corpora.
hadafat is frequently collocated with Ɂaddiraasah (the study). See figure 29.

Figure 29. Concordance list of hadafat (aimed)
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Meanwhile, the results revealed that the most frequent reporting verb used in the body part of
the abstracts which concerns the presentation of the results is tawassalat (found) and it also
collocates with the word Ɂaddiraasah (the study). See figure 30.

Figure 30. Concordance list of tawassalat (found)
The analysis of the abstracts in the sub-corpora of sociology shows that most frequently used
reporting verbs are characterized by the past tense third person and active voice.
4.5 Law
4.5.1 Statistics List
The statistics list in figure 31 shows that the mean word length of the Law sub-corpora is
„5.17‟ and the word length std.dev. is „2.17‟.

Figure 31. Statistics list of Law sub-corpora
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4.5.2 Word List
The following figures; 32 and 33 reveal the most frequent list of words that appeared in Law
sub-corpora excluding the function words.

Figure 32. Frequency word list of Law sub-corpora

Figure 33. Frequently word list of Law sub-corpora
It is noted that most frequent words in this sub-corpora are considered the main parts of the
field of law such as qanuun (Law), ɁalqaddaɁ(justice), Ɂalmuʃarriҁ (legislator),
ɁalʤinaaɁijjah (criminal), and Ɂalmaadah (an article in the law system). It is also shown that
one of the most frequent words that are expected to appear is qaanuuni/qaanuunijjah (legal)
and thus gets the high frequent list of concordance. See the concordance section below.
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4.5.3 Concordance
The most frequent word qaanuunijjah (legal) and Ɂalmuʃarriҁ (legislator) are also the most
frequent words that get the frequent concordance lists. For example, qaanuunijjah collocates
with different words such as ɁalɁanðˤimah (systems), Ɂalhimaajjah (protection), and
qawaaҁid (rules). See figures 32and 33 below.

Figure 34. Concordance list of qaanuunijjah (legal)

Figure 35. Concordance list of qaanuunijjah (legal)
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Figure 36. Concordance List of Ɂalmuʃarriҁ(legislator)
4.5.4 Reporting Verbs
The most frequent reporting verbs that appeared in the introductory part of the abstracts in
Law sub-corpora is jatanaawal (tackles). This verb frequently collocates with the words
Ɂaddiraasah (study) or Ɂalbahθ (research). See the concordance lists below.

Figure 37. Concordance list of yatanaawal (tackles)
However, the reporting verbs used in the body and the conclusion parts show a variation in
the reporting verbs used such as xaraʤat (came up with), Ɂixtatamat (concluded), Ɂintahat
(ended with). See figure 38.
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Figure 38. Concordance list of reporting verbs.
Accordingly, the abstracts which have been examined so far in the sub-corpora of law
discipline show a great variation in the reporting verbs used in terms of tense. For example,
the reporting verbs which are used in the introduction part are in the past form while those
used in the body and conclusion parts are in the present tense. However, all verbs share the
same voice and person i.e. active voice and third person, respectively. This may be attributed
to the fact that the data collected for this discipline is smaller to some extent than the previous
disciplines.
5.Conclusion
The Corpus Linguistics approach was applied to this study and the data were analyzed
through using WordSmith tools (version 0.7). Each discipline was analyzed in a separate
section where the WordSmith functions (WordList and Concordance) were applied to the
examined data. By using these two functions, the statistical information regarding the data
was provided and the concordance lists regarding the reporting verbs were provided and
analyzed as well. The quantitative results show that the abstracts in all disciplines show a
similar word mean length, for instance, all of them were around (5). Moreover, each
discipline shows its list of frequent words, and this mainly because of the genre of the
discipline itself which triggers the use of certain words. Furthermore, the abstracts reveal a
small amount of variation in terms of the tense of the reporting verbs specifically those which
are used in the introductory parts of the abstracts. For example, the most frequent reporting
verbs used in Psychology, Sociology, and Geography disciplines are in the present form
while those in Economy and Law are in the past tense. However, the results may indicate that
all abstracts in the five disciplines show similarity in terms of tense that is used for the
reporting verbs in the conclusion and body parts, i.e.past tense,. Moreover, all reporting verbs
are characterized by active voice and third person.
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Appendix A
Phonetic chart for some Arabic sounds used in the study
Arabic
Alphabet
ء
ب
ت
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش
ص
ط
ظ

Symbol

Description

Example

Meaning

Ɂ
b
t
θ
ʤ
ħ
x
d
ð
r
z
s
ʃ
s
t
ðˤ

voiceless glottal stop
voiced bilabial stop
voiceless dental stop
voiceless interdental fricative
voiced post-alveolar affricate
voiceless pharyngeal fricative
voiceless velar fricative
voiced dental stop
voiced interdental fricative
voiced post alveolar liquid
voiced alveolar fricative
voiceless alveolar fricative
voiceless alveo-palatal fricative
voiceless emphatic alveolar fricative
voiceless emphatic dento-alveolar stop
voiced emphatic interdental fricative

Ɂamal
baab
taaʤ
θawb
ʤamal
ħisˤaan
xaatam
diik
ðiɁb
ruz
Ziit
samaaɁ
ʃams
sˤunduuq
tˤaawlih
ðˤill

hope
door
crown
dress
camel
horse
ring
rooster
wolf
rice
oil
sky
sun
box
table
shade
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ع
ҁ
voiced pharyngeal fricative
غ
ɣ
voiced uvular fricative
ف
f
voiceless labio-dental fricative
ق
q
voiceless uvular stop
ك
k
voiceless velar stop
ل
l
voiced alveolar liquid
ن
n
voiced alveolar nasal
JSA consonant sounds with no responding SA orthography
g
voiced velar stop
vowels
ا
aa
long low central unrounded
َ
a
short low central unrounded
ي
ii
long high front unrounded
َ
i
short high front unrounded
و
uu
long high back rounded
َ
u
short high back rounded

ҁajn
ɣaaba
fiil
qaarib
kalb
liimuun
naar

eye
forest
elephant
boat
dog
lemon
fire

galb

heart

kaatib
kataba
fiil
sin
fuul
kutub

writer
He wrote
elephant
tooth
beans
books
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